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BILL PROPOSED TO SEVER MAC FEE

A bill which would divide the current S60 student activities fee into a $45 SGA fee with a $15 athletics fee was proposed at Tuesday's SGA meeting. The action, if approved by the SGA legislature and the MSC Board of Trustees, will sever the Montclair Athletic Commission (MAC) from the SGA. MAC funding has long been a source of controversy in the SGA due to lengthy battles over its appropriation taking place every year. The legislature for approval. A 1969 referendum separated that organization from the other Class One organizations and gave MAC a mandatory fee of up to $15.90 per student.

Last spring an unsuccessful attempt was made by the legislature to return MAC to Class One status in order to increase student control over the money. Tuesday's bill represents the first action taken on the problem since then.

THE BILL was sponsored by SGA president Sam Crane and representatives Mike Mesina, Deborah Gordes, Maria Olivia and Henessy Miranda, who composed a special committee formed to look into the MAC financial problems.

"Over the past few years MAC has been a bane in the SGA's side," Crane said. He explained that there are three major advantages to severing MAC. The new fee will give the organization $3 less per student that they currently receive from the SGA. The new bill, if passed, will take away the burden of funding MAC and the accompanying yearly disputes over its budget, Crane continued. "If we took over MAC as a Class One organization, another $100,000 would pass through our books," he stated, adding that their bookkeeper is overworked with the present workload.

CRANE FEELS that the division will consolidate the SGA's financial situation. "We've finishing a mess that should have been taken in 1969," he said.

Several legislators, however, interpreted the move as a potential loss of student power. Representative Kan Mamoud stated, "We will be giving away the power to allocate their money." SGA public relations director Michael King stated that the move will eliminate control over student funds. Under the current set-up, the SGA reviews and approves the MAC budget yearly. When asked if the SGA would still review the MAC budget under the proposed structure, Crane replied, "The MAC board should have review power over the budget."

Crane indicated that steps would be taken to insure the existence of the MAC board to protect student interest. In the past, however, the board - composed of students, faculty and administration - has been the butt of much criticism. The criticism stems from the fact that the board is directed by administration rather than students.

NO SPECIFIC ground rules for drawing up the $15 per student MAC bill have been proposed under the bill as of yet, including the lack of a guarantee for women's athletics and minor sports to receive a designated portion of the guidance.

"I'm not going to solve the entire problem," Crane remarked. "It's kind of a half solution," he continued, "but I don't see any other way to solve it."

Crane told the legislators that William DiGuadis, director of athletics and chairman of MAC, was in favor of the division and could work with the reduced appropriation. He added, however, that the intramural programs would not be included in the $15 fee because of the reduction. The fee would then fund the athletic programs exclusively.

The great race - club members will raffle tickets for the fine 10-speed bikes to be raffled off tomorrow.
By Patricia Mercorelli

Students Market Product

...than just sit in class and listen to a lecture. One of the requirements of the course, according to Vincent Waleck, is for students to acquire the business world which, he feels, is something not often accomplished in college.

At the beginning of the course, articles of incorporation are drawn up by a lawyer. They are not filed, however, with the state. Students are assigned positions in each corporation according to their abilities and then the real work begins, Waleck explained.

The Officers must then decide on a product and make plans for its production. Once that is done, the sales and distribution staff begins marketing it, Waleck explained.

This year, corporation, "Ash Stack" follows the president of trick names established by "Flip'n Fork" and "Chess-Nuts" of last year. These corporations marketed a barbecue set and a chess set made of nuts and bolts, commented Waleck. Both corporations, the industry-minded instructor pointed out, were very successful.

"Ash Stack", as its name implies, provides a place to store both your cigarettes and the accompanying ashtrays. The plastic, or leather embossed metal container does this by building an ash tray into a cigarettes holder.

Waleck expects that this corporation will be as successful as the previous ones. He remarked, "It's a good product and if everyone within the corporation does his job effectively, our investors should get a 300% return on their money."
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Impeachment Talk Premature

Hubert Humphrey

Speaking from a lectern at the center front of the hall, Humphrey forcefully called for a "redefinition of executive privilege," "strict limits on campaign spending" and a limit to the length of presidential campaigns. "I think the Democrats bumbled the country to death" during the 1972 campaign.

"Talk about impeaching the President, I would have done the best I could. Even if I had to die in office, it would have been a privilege." - Hubert Humphrey

"It is as sad to me as to any Republican. He added that "there is no evidence yet beyond a reasonable doubt that the President was involved" and that he would not prejudge the situation.

Humphrey also discussed the recent impoundment (withholding) of appropriated funds by President Richard Nixon. "A president has no right to terminate a program by the impoundment of funds," he told the audience in the Student Center Ballroom. Such action violates the Constitution, he said, and Nixon is using this method to "kill programs he doesn't want."

Food prices will not come down, Humphrey said in his appearance at the Montclair College Life Union Board-sponsored event. He said that farmers are just beginning to make a small profit and that "our beef prices are the lowest in the world." One pound of beef steak sells for $15 in Tokyo, he added.

The Demoerats spoke for an hour before an overflowing crowd of about 400 students and visitors. He received rounds of applause throughout his speech and a standing ovation at its conclusion. The senator's appearance was sponsored by the College Life Union Board, the Council on International and National Affairs and the sophomore class.

Humphrey spoke humorously several times during his speech. He was told, he said, that students hold their meetings at Tienmy's and apologized for being a few minutes late, saying, "I'd rather be Hubert Humphrey late than the late Hubert Humphrey."
By Susan Cunningham

**News Desk**

Prior to 1970, it was the hottest ice cream stand in campus," said James W. Cottingham, executive assistant to MSC President Thomas R. Richardson.

Cottingham was referring to the phase out of College High School, which was begun in January, 1969 and will be completed in June when the senior class graduates. Sitting in his office in College Hall, Cottingham discussed the phased out program and the controversy it raised when put into effect.

COLLEGE HIGH, the campus secondary school operated by MSC was founded in 1928 as an observation and demonstration school in the state, is the only state college campus school still in operation. Currently, there are 15 students in College High, all seniors. They meet together for two classes, history and English, which are taught by Cottingham. The remainder of their credits are taken in regular college classes.

Application to the school was open to residents of Cliff ton, Little Falls and Montclair, the three towns in which the MSC campus is located. Admission was based on performance in qualifying entrance exams. The program of studies is exclusively college preparatory and 100% of the graduates go on to college.

Presently, more than half of College High School is used for MSC classes and administration offices. This space will be increased when the school closes in June.

Sitting in his office in College Hall, phasing out of College High School, Richardson was referring to the recommendations of the school. He stated that the school would be closed after they graduated. When asked if they regretted their decision to stay in College High, they all said, "No." They decided to stay because they knew they would get a good education.

**Scholarships Offered**

By Michael Hatem

Five full scholarships have been made available to MSC students at all women's universities in Japan. J eli Kloza, office of international learning director, announced this week.

The scholarships are part of a student exchange program established between MSC and Tezukayama Galuin University in Osaka, Japan. Two Tezukayama students, Emiko Nakamura and Ryoko Kobayashi, are currently recipients at the school.

Applications from all interested female students are now being accepted by Kloza in the international learning center. They are considered at the main entrance of the center.

Applicants will be chosen by various criteria, but Kloza said, "The main thing is a desire to go. The student should also show that she can survive without a group, that she can be an individual. She must be adaptable."

Recipients will attend Tezukayama University with a full scholarship and free room and board. They must, however, provide their own transportation to Osaka and back, as well as their own spending money.

**Arrangements May be Made**

For some of the MSC students to teach English with a minor honorarium, according to a letter from the Japanese university.

Kloza feels this would be an excellent opportunity for some of our students to learn what it's like to be a foreigner. The girls will be placed in the actual culture of Japan, and will be living with a Japanese family.

**HRL Assessed For Center Damages**

rumours circulating that the Human Relations Laboratory (HRL) was banned from further use of the Student Center after damage done to the fourth floor meeting room by Likwid Theater are not true, according to Michael Loewenthal, Center director.

Two ceiling blocks were broken in the meeting room during the May 4-5 performance of Likwid Theater in that room. Loewenthal described the damage as "minimal."

**Faculty News**

**College High: Doors Close In June**

**Last Graduates Oppose Closing**

by Scott Winter

Students who do not find registration forms in their department should report to the Registrar's Office.

Students with unpaid parking fines will receive no further parking passes, according to Dennis Casale, co-chairman of the Council of Student Aff owars (CSA). However, students may appeal the tickets by filing an application with the CCA.
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MAC Board Essential

To end the complex problem of funding the Montclair Athletic Commission (MAC), it has been proposed to sever that organization from the SGA. In one respect this is a viable solution because the SGA legislature is not really capable of adequately supervising MAC.

Everyone of the legislators have haggled over MAC's appropriation. They object to the large amount of money appropriated and to the lack of student input. These are valid objections but the legislators never successfully effected any change in MAC because the only time that they raised these objections was at the budget sessions. They did not back up their objections with the hard work necessary to obtain student input.

However, the solution is not to allocate the proposed $15 per student to athletics with no questions asked. The cash is student money and it is imperative to maintain student input in MAC.

Reviewing the budget is an absolute necessity to establish equal time for all sports. Without the students keeping tabs on this money, the minor sports such as gymnastics, swimming, fencing, lacrosse, etc. could easily be starved out. Women's athletics could find themselves out in the cold, simply to keep a few students in attendance.

Before division of the fee is seriously considered, action must be taken to strengthen the MAC board so that it truly represents student interest instead of providing the rubber stamp service that it presently does. The structure of the board must be changed to provide a majority of student membership. This is hardly too much to ask considering the fact that the student money there would be no athletics program at all.

This action must be taken before the fee is divided even if it means a delay in implementing the plan. To do otherwise would be a betrayal to student rights.

And So Are Intramurals

The proposed division of the student activities fee will mean the reduction of the athletics budget-line to $15,000. William Dogoudis, director of athletics and chairman of MAC, has made it clear that the result of this reduction will be the dropping of intramurals sports from MAC funding. This move was expected as trouble has been brewing for a long time between the intramural program and the MAC administration.

The intramural program has, in the past, played second fiddle to the athletic program and this should not be.

Athletics serve approximately 2% of the students on this campus. Athletics receives a budget of $125,000.

Intramurals, on the other hand, involved 1000 or so students this fall, from all over the campus, regardless of athletic ability. The potential is there to involve even more students as intramurals are open to all. However, the intramural program receives a pitance of $6100 out of that $125,000. The percentages are a bit off.

It is apparent that in intramurals should be separated and that they should be allowed to grow on their own. They are separate not only in structure but also in their attitude. The emphasis is on playing, learning and just plain enjoying oneself in intramurals. On the other hand, athletics emphasizes the pressures and the winning and ignores the educational and enjoyment aspects.

EVE WONDERED WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF WE JUST TURNED 'EM LOOSE?

Gary Hoitsma

Keep Our Perspective

For those of us who supported the re-election of the President last year, the Watergate scandal has admittedly put us in an uncomfortable position. The McGovern people, feeling somehow vindicated, are descendng on us like vultures, demanding that we keep our perspective.

I don't believe however that the President needs to be "defended" by anyone. I can without hesitation that there is nothing I now know which causes me to regret in regards for one minute the vote I cast last year in elections.

Nevertheless all of us must face up to the facts forthrightly. It is apparent that high level appointed officials of the Nixon Administration and campaign committee have knowingly and consciously violated the laws of the US and have covered up such violations.

DEFECTIONS

The sheer scope of the operation, the numbers of people involved and their closeness to the President serve to make it particularly deplorable and sad situation. Can anyone say? As yet all of the facts have not come out and until they do, grandiose statements allocating blame or decrying the "system" are premature and irresponsible.

I, for one, feel very confident that all of the facts will eventually come out, that all of the guilt will be punished and that the nation and its institutions can and will weather the consequences. Some people are saying that the President should under no circumstances be impeached because he would bring on a political trauma the nation couldn't stand, not to mention Nixon Agnew.

COWARDLY

Such, it seems to me, is a very sadole and cowardly attack by the President and a gross underestimation of the strength of America's political institutions. If the President is found to be guilty of wrongdoing, he, like the rest of us, should be made to suffer the consequences.

I personally do not believe that the President had prior knowledge of Watergate and I believe what he said in his speech until it can be proven otherwise. First, it seems perfectly plausible that Nixon had more important things to be doing early last year when one considers the trips to China and Russia, Vietnam and Phase II, Security, I credit Nixon with having more intelligence than was evidently deployed by this crew of sleuths.

Letters to the editor should be submitted to the MONTCLARION office, fourth floor, in the Student Center, by Mon. Jan. 22 for the Thurs. Jan. 25 issue. The MONTCLARION reserves the right to edit letters for style and brevity.
But when the elevator reaches the fourth it's usually delayed on its trip back down by some Class One organization president frantically yelling out last minute orders.

Since the student organizations took possession of the fourth floor offices last September, life at the building's top has become increasingly interesting. Whispered conferences in the hall, touch football challenges shouted from office to office and unsuspecting newcomers dutifully fetching coffee are only part of the fourth floor scene.

In a year the fourth floor has become a think tank for MSC's student activities — and a second home for its devotees.
Memorable Moments

By Wes Dvorak
Staff Writer

The Student Government Association (SGA)肾the serious responsibility of allocating student dollars and prospecting and fostering student interests. But time must be set aside for comic relief as anyone who has served in an organization of large responsibility and a spectrum of personalities well knows. Thus the SGA has a minor stockpile of anecdotes that take on the glow of memory in their recollection.

Maria Oliva, home economics representative, retold with relish the story of a surprise visit from Montclarion photographer received a request for money to pay for new typewriters had been submitted by incoming SGA president, Rs Rosen. Ball proceeded to walk in and place a dilapidated typewriter on Rosen’s lap. The typewriter fell to pieces. Rosen, however, remained unconvinced and voted against the proposal.

To relieve some of the impending boredom of SGA Meetings, Dennis Cassales, SGA secretary, devised a point system for legislators running for SGA offices. Plus points for crowd-pleasers and negative points for unpopular moves were given. Angelo Genova, incoming SGA president, fared best with a 5 for unbuttoning his shirt. Maggie Capuano, SGA secretary-to-be, received -10 points for uncontrollable laughter which rendered her useless for a meeting. Other candidates lost points for walking out before the meeting was over and for occasional lapses into scatological phases.

Dennis Cassales, representative of the Social and Political Sciences, reports that Genova is deadly serious about reducing the cost of stamps in the Student Center from 3 for 25c to 3 for 24c. “My guess is it will be the first act of his new legislature,” said Cassales.

A short while ago Mike King sheared his lengthy locks “to run for president.” After the Montclarion printed before and after pictures of King, he rose during an SGA session and in a classic of Memorable Moments, declared that he would rather be a good non-quarterly than a mediocre quarterly.

Quarterly Staff

Boonstra and art editor Michael Sidorak. Although Ward has arbitrary veto power, he mentioned that “we generally agree since we usually know quality when we see it.”

When all the layouts are done, the copy and artwork finished, the magazine is ready to be sent to the printer, stated Ward. However that does not mean that the editors job is done. Ward explained that he must then make several trips to the printer for paste-ups and in order to proof read the pages. This cannot be done at one time. Ward stated, because of the amount of pages that have to be read. Then all that remains is distribution and, of course, there is always the next issue.

Although Quarterly has drawn criticism for failing to live up to its name, editor Hartson Poland commented that “though we try to get out as many issues as possible while maintaining the highest possible quality, we sometimes do not get enough to publish. We would rather be a good non-quarterly than a mediocre quarterly.

Quarterly begins the process of publication in much the same way as Galumph; they seek contributions from the college. However they differ from the satirical magazine because they do not choose a theme. Poland mentioned that “the magazine usually has a tone rather than a theme.”

The selection is made by Poland in consultation with the editorial board which, though he has the authority, has never been overruled. Poland emphasized that “anyone who comes into this office” can try to persuade him to publish an individual piece.

Students’ Creativity Highlighted in Print

By Patricia Mercorelli
Staff Writer

Does anyone know that the editors of Galumph and Quarterly spend approximately 10-15 hours per week working on their magazines? Does anyone understand the procedure each editor goes through before his efforts are decided on, commented Ward, “either from an idea in the submissions or the other way around.” Boonstra mentioned that Clockwork Galumph was inspired because there was a large percentage of science fiction works submitted. The difficult job of selection falls to Ward, a student of the School of Social and Behavioral Sciences, reports that Genova is deadly serious about reducing the cost of stamps in the Student Center from 3 for 25c to 3 for 24c. “My guess is it will be the first act of his new legislature,” said Cassales.

A short while ago Mike King sheared his lengthy locks “to run for president.” After the Montclarion printed before and after pictures of King, he rose during an SGA session and in a classic of Memorable Moments, declared that he would rather be a good non-quarterly than a mediocre quarterly.

Quarterly begins the process of publication in much the same way as Galumph; they seek contributions from the college. However they differ from the satirical magazine because they do not choose a theme. Poland mentioned that “the magazine usually has a tone rather than a theme.”

The selection is made by Poland in consultation with the editorial board which, though he has the authority, has never been overruled. Poland emphasized that “anyone who comes into this office” can try to persuade him to publish an individual piece.

SGA.. New Image

By Wes Dvorak
Staff Writer

The greatest internal problem facing the Students for a Democratic Society is their name.

Students are reluctant to join the organization because of the stigma of violence attached to SDS by splinter groups such as the Weathermen faction, according to SDS spokesman Jerry Carver. Some students are concerned that their association with the SDS will cost them jobs in the future and others are aware that SDS is down to serious work and don’t want the responsibility, said Carver. “SDS is now boring work, drudgery,” he noted. “The revolutionary romantics are gone. The thrust is fighting racism.”

Officially the organization counts only five members, but many other students sympathize and lend support, said Carver. They frequently work with the Students for Reform and Action, another activist group fighting against racism.

One sympathizer, who preferred not to be identified, said she would not join SDS because of its destructive image. She admitted, however, that the MSC chapter did not live up to her violent expectations of SDS.

“SDS scares hell out of the administration,” Carver commented. “The administration sees SDS as a real threat. And it is. Because we are committed to taking action against racism and they are committed to maintaining the status quo.”

In view of student and administration fear over the label SDS, why keep the name? Carver said that the decision to form SDS included “their nation-wide existence, their conscious goals, the commitment of their people and their view of racism as the major problem in the US”.

SDS intends to overcome the stigma of its letters through its actions, by contact with people, and through publicity by leaflet and forum.
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CINA Brings Current Issues to Campus

By John Picinich
Staff Writer

At approximately 7:15 am each week day, Ron Groszleib, treasurer of the Center for International and National Affairs (CINA), takes the elevator to the fourth floor, walks past the conference rooms and down the hallway where CINA is situated. He stops in front of the office door, where a poster proclaims, "Support Clean Government." He then enters the office.

A filing cabinet adjacent to the window (available to any student who asks) contains up-to-date information on every country in the UN. In the drawer below lies another file, "The Black Panther Party and the African Liberation flag."

CINA office is a bit hectic. Barraco, the current chairman of CINA entered in the morning. Joe Barraco, the current chairman of CINA entered in the morning. Joe immediately began his job to see that it gets going again,

"I'm not functioning it's my job to see that it gets going again," he said.

Barraco was first drawn to CINA when he went to a "model UN" event sponsored by CINA and open to the entire student body. Barraco soon got involved in programs of the seminar and lecture series. Barraco stated that those on the lecture committee and also the activities CINA is involved with or our policy," he said.

Barraco described CINA as a "satisfying and rewarding." Barraco stated that the criteria used in deciding which speaker to get is how large a crowd he or she will attract.

Speakers for the lecture series are contacted through the Harry Walker Bureau. The bureau acts as a sort of agent for the speakers, according to Michael Lynch, editor of Perspective, setting up dates, times and fixing a price.

Speaking on the lecture series Barraco stated that the criteria used in deciding which speaker to get is how large a crowd he or she will attract.

The day of a lecture, the CINA office is a bit hectic. "Everything works to the letter," Barraco stated. Barraco states that those on the lecture committee are contacted through the designated airport, usually Newark or Kennedy and travel back to the college. A press conference is set up, then the lecture itself.

Barraco described CINA as a "light-knit organization," however, it is always open for new members, he added. "No one person dictates the activities CINA is involved with or our policy," he said.

"Sure, being on the air is an ego trip to a certain degree," admitted Doug Santielo, program director at WVMS, "But as long as you admit this you're all right," Santielo is responsible for what is broadcast during the station's 70 hour week. He is aided by about 34 disc jockeys who decide the type of music that they want to play ranging from pop-rock and folk to hard rock and rhythm and blues.

"We had originally been promised occupancy in the fall of 1972," Santielo stated, "then the date was pushed back to Christmas. Right now we're hoping to be settled in there by the summer.

Whileerry Rasp of the Student Filmmakers is not worried about losing his job, he is concerned about getting back the 16 mm movie camera that was stolen from the editing room in the fine arts building.

Rasp explained that any serious and interested student is eligible to receive both financial and technical aid in making a film.

So the student organizations of MSC continue to grow in spite of problems whether they be internal struggles between staff members or external ones like broadcast failures or robberies.

POLITICAL SPEAKER — CINA officers escort former US senator Charles Goodell to lecture appearance.

Student Filmmakers, WVMS, Experience 'Growing Pains'

By Vincent Biunno
Staff Writer

Probably the most praiseworthy thing about WVMS, and the Student Filmmakers is that they are run entirely by students who devote their time. The long hours, the unforeseen problems and the frustrating situations that come with the responsibilities seem to be counterbalanced by the satisfaction that these activities grant.

"When the air is an ego trip to a certain degree," admitted Doug Santielo, program director at WVMS, "But as long as you admit this you're all right," Santielo is responsible for what is broadcast during the station's 70 hour week. He is aided by about 34 disc jockeys who decide the type of music that they want to play ranging from pop-rock and folk to hard rock and rhythm and blues.

WVMS is currently waiting anxiously to move into its new office in the student center. Problems first became evident when someone realized that the original floor plan did not include an office for the station.

Santielo is responsible for what is broadcast during the station's 70 hour week. He is aided by about 34 disc jockeys who decide the type of music that they want to play ranging from pop-rock and folk to hard rock and rhythm and blues.

Santielo explained that any serious and interested student is eligible to receive both financial and technical aid in making a film.

So the student organizations of MSC continue to grow in spite of problems whether they be internal struggles between staff members or external ones like broadcast failures or robberies.

Recording Session

Santielo described her experiences with BSCU as "satisfying and rewarding." She sees the organization as an "ongoing and ever growing process."

BSCU provides Student Insite into Black Culture

On the lower level of Sprague Library near the reserved book desk is the Kitabu, a selection of books dealing on Black history, culture, linguistics and the Black experience. The Black Students Cooperative Union (BSCU) purchases those books allotting about $500 from its budget for the book expenditures.

BSCU is located on the fourth floor of the Student Center. On the wall of the BSCU office hangs an African Liberation flag, its colors red, black and green. Gail Griffin, treasurer of the organization, said, "The red symbolizes the blood our forefathers shed, the black is our race and the green is the land."

She gains a great deal of experience working in BSCU and "it gives me a chance for a personal self- look into different philosophies and ideals (through the speakers BSCU sponsors)."

"The speakers sponsored by BSCU are contacted either by an agency, letter or phone. The criteria for deciding whether or not to contact a certain speaker is the quality of information that is "most relevant to the students and most useful information on everyday life and scholastics," according to William Swann, incoming vice-president of the organization.

Swann stated that he joined BSCU in June of last year because he was interested and had known Karen Thompson, the former president of the organization, before he came to BSCU. "I could be useful to the organization and it could be useful to me," he said.

As vice-president of BSCU, Swann plans to be a good assistant to the president, James Allen, and provide as much input into BSCU as he can and "apply the skills I gained to the organization."

"I came to Montclair State, a white college, and didn't feel from various activities or see anything relevant to me as a black person; at that time BOSS was meeting the needs of Black students," he said.

"Sure, being on the air is an ego trip to a certain degree," admitted Doug Santielo, program director at WVMS, "But as long as you admit this you're all right," Santielo is responsible for what is broadcast during the station's 70 hour week. He is aided by about 34 disc jockeys who decide the type of music that they want to play ranging from pop-rock and folk to hard rock and rhythm and blues.

WVMS is currently waiting anxiously to move into its new office in the student center. Problems first became evident when someone realized that the original floor plan did not include an office for the station.
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CLUB Expands

By Bill Gibson
Staff Writer

The fourth floor of the Student Center houses two of the busiest and most important publications on campus. The Observer publishes the newspaper and the MONTCLARION a weekly yearbook that both organizations run. The Observer is the student newspaper and the MONTCLARION is the yearbook. It is called a yearbook, because it contains the most recent activities of the school. The MONTCLARION is known as "let's pat ourselves on the back." 

Students Publications Capture Campus Life

By Patricia Mercocelli and Staff Writer

The Observer, La Campana, which is called a yearbook, is expanded this year. The MONTCLARION is expanded as well. Both publications have been expanded and the staff is happy with the results. The Observer has more than doubled their size and the MONTCLARION has added new sections. The Observer has added more columns, including a travel column. The MONTCLARION has added a column type. Emery commented that, "It's a tremendous amount of work to do the book, but it's worth it." 

The Observer is published weekly and the MONTCLARION is published twice a year. The Observer is a daily newspaper and the MONTCLARION is a weekly yearbook. The Observer is published on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. The MONTCLARION is published on Wednesday. Both publications are published on the first and third Monday of each month. The Observer is published on an average of 700 pages per issue and the MONTCLARION is published on an average of 500 pages per issue. Both publications are published in the same format and are proofed, printed, and delivered at the same time. However, the Observer is read by more people than the MONTCLARION. The Observer is read by more people than the MONTCLARION because it is published more frequently and is read by people who are interested in the news and events of the school. The MONTCLARION is read by people who are interested in the history of the school and the people who have attended it. 
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"People always remember more of the bad than the good," explained Michael Quirk, College Life Union Board chairman. It is difficult to separate the good from the bad, but the Observer is an important publication. It serves as a vehicle for students to express their opinions and ideas. The Observer is published on an average of 700 pages per issue and the MONTCLARION is published on an average of 500 pages per issue. Both publications are published in the same format and are proofed, printed, and delivered at the same time. However, the Observer is read by more people than the MONTCLARION. The Observer is read by more people than the MONTCLARION because it is published more frequently and is read by people who are interested in the news and events of the school. The MONTCLARION is read by people who are interested in the history of the school and the people who have attended it. 

CLUB CAUCUS - Editorial Board and membership make plans for the spring semester's activities.
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Crane's Term Takes Fiscal View

By John Piccinich
Staff Writer

“The accomplishments of the SGA are only a start, a redirection that should be looked at and judged by what people in the SGA do in a few years,” said Sam Crane, summing up his year as SGA president. Crane characterized the achievements as a “practical approach to the organizational and financial matters of building up a sagging organization.”

The defining and implementing of financial procedures “took its own priority,” receiving the brunt of SGA attention and time, according to Crane. The necessary completion of a defined financial procedure was a great necessity in the Crane administration. “If the financial procedures are weak and ill-defined, they cause deterioration of everything else,” said SGA vice-president Kathy Ragan, stressing the importance that this task assumed.

On the line of financial procedures, two under issues arose during the latter half of Crane’s term. “A precedent has been set for the SGA here,” said Crane, speaking of the civil suit the SGA brought against Andre Nickson, former freshman class president who misused SGA funds. “We accepted the responsibility and took direct action instead of shoving it under the carpet,” he continued.

Justifying the civil suit, Crane said, “Stealing money is like stealing from anybody else. In this case it was stealing from 7000 students, and the SGA had to take action.”

FINES

On March 13 the SGA hit both the Black Student Cooperative Union and the Music and Arts Organizations Commission for fines of $330 and $240 respectively, because of signing contracts without obtaining SGA approval.

Crane stated that the fines were in enforcement of the financial rules that the SGA legislature passed, “The SGA has provided student services that pick up where the college leaves off in the form of legal services and the Drop-In Center.”

The hiring of the law firm, Bozmaug and Breg Asher, is two-fold: a lawyer from the firm serves as counsel to the SGA and the same lawyer counsels students on legal problems. Crane sees the need for a student counseling lawyer because 18 year olds are now legally adults.

STATEMENT

The Drop-In Center is also a counseling facility, advising students on various problems they may encounter in college life, such as sex, drugs or psychological problems. Crane labelled the center as a referral service which acts as a general coordinator of other student services that are “sometimes overlooked.”

Though Crane agrees with the idealism behind a state-wide student union to combat the State Department of Higher Education, he is presently opposed to the student union because he feels it has “attempted to set foot on every campus too quickly and it does not have a strictly controlled area in which to operate.”

“We accepted the responsibility and took direct action instead of shoving it under the carpet,” he continued.

Crane characterized the SGA as smoothing out points that needed to be clarified. According to Crane, this year’s SGA has passed on its knowledge and financial innovations to the incoming executive board, thus creating continuity between the Crane and Genova administrations.

ELABORATE

Crane stated that the committees are beginning to work. “The committees can now submit a bill of solutions instead of submitting a bill to themselves in order to work out a project,” he explained.

Crane won the work of next year’s SGA as smoothing out points that need to be classified. According to Crane, this year’s SGA has passed on its knowledge and financial innovations to the incoming executive board, thus creating continuity between the Crane and Genova administrations. Crane stated that the committees are beginning to work. “The committees can now submit a bill of solutions instead of submitting a bill to themselves in order to work out a project,” he explained.

Crane stated that the committees are beginning to work. “The committees can now submit a bill of solutions instead of submitting a bill to themselves in order to work out a project,” he explained.

Crane stated that the committees are beginning to work. “The committees can now submit a bill of solutions instead of submitting a bill to themselves in order to work out a project,” he explained.
The Music And Arts Organization Commission

Presents

The Montclair State Concert Choir

Under The Direction Of Dorothy Morse
Featuring The Madrigal Singers
To Perform Works of Monteverdi, Weelkes and Morley.

Sunday, May 20
4 pm
Ballroom A, Student Center

THE SINGING WAITERS - back out one of "She Loves Me"'s 23 songs. The musical comedy, an independent study project directed by MSC junior Tom Babitt, will open tonight at 8 pm in Studio Theater (K-200). The show will also be presented Fri., May 18 and Sat., May 19. Admission is $1.50 for reserved seats and $1 for non-reserved seats.

NASHVILLE TO MOTOWN
The musicians of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, the national musicians' professional fraternity, will present their annual musical production, Musical America XI, on Thurs., May 24 at 8 pm in Memorial Auditorium. The theme of this year's show is "America - Now!"

Tickets are $1.50 for adults and 75c for students and may be purchased at the door.

HANGING MSC
The students organizing the exhibit, Ed Kamper, Jr., Jane Paris, Joanne Insolera's performance as the most

one acts

work. Several mediums will be

presented - oils, textiles, ceramics, prints and drawings.

ALL TOGETHER NOW
The Montclair State College Concert Choir, a select ensemble of

36 voices, under the direction of Dorothy Morse, will present an cappella concert on Sunday afternoon, May 26, at 4 pm in Ballroom A of the MSC Student Center. The Choir, which is composed of junior and senior music majors, will sing works of the contemporary composers Alan Hovhaness and Zoltán Kodály as well as works by Thomas Morley dating back to the 16th century.

The admission charge is $.25 for MSC students, $.50 for other students, and $1.00 for non-students. Further information about tickets and the program may be obtained by calling 893-8231.
Lacrosse and Tennis

Wrapping It Up

George List
Unbeaten in NJSCC

Both Montclair State's lacrosse and tennis teams ended their seasons on the minus side. The stickmen fell to Newark State on Friday, 9-5, just as the netmen found themselves on the short side of a 6-3 score in a match with Fairleigh Dickinson University last fall. Steve Miller scored first for Newark State, but the Indians responded with four goals of their own in the first quarter. George Fabian, Bill Paladino, Tim Flynn and Don Whitteman all victimized NSC netminder, Tony Martalbano and gave Msc a commanding lead.

NEWARK STATE wasn't about to stand for much more of that, however. So John McFayden, Chris Natole and Jerry Bandon turned the game around and in the process, knocked the score at 4-all. Rich Kaller gave the Indians a momentary lead by converting a Houston Weber pass, but Norine responded and once again the score was tied.

Before the half ended, Miller tallied his second goal of the afternoon and put Newark ahead to stay. Jim Zarek's goal, as well as Norine second and third goals of the game, completed the scoring and put the contest out of reach.

Despite their 4-4 season's record, the lacrosse squad fared well in their first year of play in the Knickerbocker League. Outscoring the opposition, 77-40, Msc made mincemeat of several schools and were never totally out of any game they played.

The most telling example of the distance the team has come in their first year of varsity play occurred against Knickerbocker champion Fairleigh Dickinson University. The Indians led the game 3-1 at one point, but lost out 4-3 when the Knights tallied three times in the second half.

WEBBER WAS the team's leading scorer with 18 goals and 13 assists. Fellow attacker Paladino and Kaller announced for 16 and 13 goals respectively.

MSC GOALIE Bob Heath, who

responded with four goals of their own in the first quarter.

Lacrosse and Tennis

College trained men and women will be considered to supplement our present staff. These positions are full-time summer jobs. Searching for applicants who are dependable and who are hard workers. Excellent opportunities for top earnings during summer. Can earn $135-175 per week. BASED ON YOUR PRODUCTIVITY (LONG HAIR OK)

Excellent opportunities for advancement this summer and may continue to work on a part-time or full-time basis next fall.

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 201 678-7836

LOUIS CHAR-BROIL

613 Valley Road, Upper Montclair
Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
Mon.-Fri. - 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

Homemade Candies
**INJUNS GET ECAC BID**

STEVE SMITH HE'S HOT: But this youngster dears the bar with style at Sprague Field last Saturday. The happening sacker brought him home with a sacrifice fly when Tony Scarlatelli tripled to lead off the inning and the first doubled in the second inning and was knocked home by Jim Rake. The first and fifth innings. First baseman Charlie Williams also against MSC on April 24, the Indians dropping a 4-1 decision.

**TO DATE**, Bridgeport sports a 14-4 record while Queens is 17-3. Adelphi, the only team of the tournament to play the Indians in regular season competition, is 15-7. One of those victories came against MSC on April 24, the Indians dropping a 4-1 decision.

Senior Bill Collins picked up his sixth win of the season against Upsala in a seven inning affair that was shortened by showers. Catcher Stu Richter accounted for two runs by belting doubles in the first and fifth innings. First baseman Charlie Williams also doubled in the second inning and was knocked home by Jim Rake. **WILLIAMS COLLECTED** an RBI on his own in the fourth inning when Tony Scartelli tripled to lead off the inning and the first sacker brought him home with a sacrifice fly.

Upsala collected their two runs in the sixth inning when John Dominian reached first on an infield error. Rich Kolenda walked. AMID THE bright sunshine and sunshine chatter on the steps of the Student Center last Thursday, “Cos” revealed the innermost secret ambition of his teammates. “I’ve got to tell you this,” he began, pausing dramatically and putting a hand on Collins’ shoulder. “Bill wants to be a Good Humor man.”

“Cos wants to be a freak,” retorted the fair-haired Collins as he shook Cos’ hand away from him. “Cos is a pseudo-intellectual and a freak,” he explained.

**THE BIGGEST problem on the team this year is inconsistency,”** Collins began thoughtfully in the analysis of why we aren’t always winning. “Pitching isn’t consistent and we’re weak defensively. Then too, we lost a lot of players. You can’t lose two pitchers like Cooney and Parker and expect the same team.”

Coentino interjected, “The major difference between last year and this year is unity. We had a senior team last year and now, while we have good ballplayers, they’re young and inexperienced.”

During the annual Florida tour, the Indians put together a 6-4 record. According to Collins, “We played better teams down there than we do up here and each of those losses was by one run. We had mishaps in the field too. You can’t give up errors the way we do and still expect to win.”

**WHEN THE soggy springtime weather was suggested as an excuse for the team’s 15-4 (15-2) record, both players rejected the idea. “We’re a different team this year,”** Cos stressed. “Last year the boys would just stand around on the bench. Now the team’s not nearly as loose as last year.”

“Don’t get me wrong, baseball’s a game to be taken seriously, but it’s also a game to enjoy, especially if you’re in school,” Collins added. “Those guys last year would tell jokes to each other when they were in base, but they’d take the game seriously at the same time. It was more relaxed all around.”

Collins, a transversal studies major (“That’s just glorified social studies,” Cos explained) and Cos, a history major, recalled the first Glassboro game of this season, which was lost 9-1.

“WE LEFT 15 guys on base in that game,” Collins revealed merrily. “If that had happened last year we’d never have happened last year,” Cos said firmly.

“You can’t say that,” his teammate disagreed. “But then last year we made the plays and this year we just didn’t. Last season if we were behind we knew someone would come up and hit the home run for us. This year when we’re behind it’s not the same. The talent’s there – the hitting’s there – but the power’s not.”

**WE SCORED 47 home runs last season,”** Cos began, but Collins cut in. “Well, 25 of those home runs graduated. We’ve got good slap hitters this year and it’s harder to score runs.”

“We’re just not as happy with the way we’re playing as we were last year,” Collins summed up. Cos agreed, “We just haven’t been able to put it all together.”

The team may not be able to “put it all together” on the field, but, from the way that Collins and Cos talked about it, enthusiasm runs high in the post-practice locker room hockey league.

**AT THIS point in the season, the trio of right fielder Bob DeJianne, catcher Stu Richter and Joe Leicht hold a 3-1 edge over Jim Rake, Cos and Collins, known to insiders as Cosmos’ Crusaders. The Crusaders will have to win their remaining games to take the series, but Cos seemed confident that the feat was within their abilities “We’ll take ‘em,” he claimed.**

When asked who played goalie for the Crusaders, Collins quickly replied, “Cos does. That’s why we’re losing.”

Cos claimed to be a stand-up type of netminder. “Yeah,” Collins concurred. “He makes a lot of kick saves. He kicks the rebound right in front of us so they can’t put it in,” he added.

The Monclair Canadiens aren’t exactly peçaing over their shoulders at the Crusaders. After all, when the competition’s “puck” comes off of a stick wrapped in tape, it seems the Flying Frenchmen have little to fear.